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 A Complex Bond: Southern Black Domestic Workers and
 Their White Employers

 Susan Tucker

 Alice Walker, in Meridian, shows a young black pro-
 tagonist summing up her knowledge of white women in
 order to decipher what her lover could possibly see in
 someone as undesirable as a white girl. She has had very
 few first-hand dealings with white women and draws in-
 stead upon the memories of her grandmother, a former
 domestic, and her mother, who has occasionally worked
 for whites:

 For she realized what she had been taught was that
 nobody wanted white girls except their empty-headed,
 effeminate counterparts--white boys. . . . As far back as
 she could remember it seemed something understood: that
 while white men would climb on black women old enough
 to be their mothers-"for the experience"--white women
 were considered sexless, contemptible and ridiculous by
 all. . . . They were clear, dead water.

 Her mother, though not a maid, had often worked for
 white families near Christmastime in order to earn extra

 money, and she told her family-in hushed, carefully con-
 trolled language... about the lusty young sons ....

 But what had her mother said about white women? She

 could actually remember very little, but her impression had
 been that they were frivolous, helpless creatures, lazy and
 without ingenuity. Occasionally one would rise to the level
 of bitchery, and this one would be carefully set aside when
 the collective "others" were discussed. Her grandmother-
 an erect former maid who was now a midwife-held strong
 opinions, which she expressed in this way: 1. She had never
 known a white woman she liked after the age of twelve.
 2. White women were useless except as baby machines

 which would continue to produce little white people who
 would grow up to oppress her. 3. Without servants all of
 them would live in pigsties.1

 This paper explores such remembrances, and the cor-
 responding remembrances by white women of black
 women. For all but the last two decades, southern women,
 white and black, have primarily been known to one
 another as Meridian knew of white women-through a
 domestic worker. She, more than any other person in the
 segregated South, witnessed the very personal lives of both
 blacks and whites. She thus became the key person through
 whom each race claimed to know the other. This paper,
 then, asks, How do black female domestic workers and
 their white employers remember one another? And what
 do these memories tell us about past race relations among
 southern women?

 Data for this research was gathered between 1979 and
 1985. Extensive, open-ended interviews were conducted
 with 100 black and white women: domestic workers,
 children of domestic workers, employers, and children of
 employers, all born between 1880 and 1960 in an area that
 runs from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, to Pensacola, Florida.
 Because I grew up in this area-the Gulf South-and
 because much of my personal and professional commit-
 ment to change in the South stems from witnessing the
 life of a black domestic worker, I wanted to know if
 memories of and about domestic workers had affected the

 views of others. I specifically asked questions designed to
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 Tucker 7

 record the interviewees' lifelong memories of each other.
 I wanted to look closely at how two groups of southern
 women viewed themselves and each other in terms of race
 and sex. I conducted all the interviews with white women
 and a little over half the interviews with black women; the
 remaining interviews with black women were conducted
 by Mary Yelling, a black interviewer. Interviewees were
 selected through the help of social service agencies,
 churches, college alumnae associations, relatives, friends,
 and friends of friends.2
 To study the relationships of black and white southern

 women involves dissecting a complicated entanglement of
 race relations and economics. In particular, to study black
 female domestics and their white female employers in-
 volves examining the meaning of frequent contact between
 two groups of women separated by race and class and yet
 connected by long years of knowing one another. For
 within the entanglement of race relations, economics, and
 power struggles based upon race and economics there grew
 a complex bond of mutual dependence and mutual
 distrust, and sometimes, a guarded but nevertheless
 remembered affection.

 Within this complex bond many southern women came
 to know each other. For example, during the 1950's and
 1960's, when I was growing up, half of all working black
 women in my hometown of Mobile, Alabama, were
 domestic workers.3 Until 1968, I had never spoken to a
 black female who was not either a domestic herself or the
 daughter, niece, or granddaughter of a domestic.

 Until this time, for me as well as many other southern
 white and black women, the white home was our only
 meeting place. This was certainly true for upper- and
 upper-middle-class whites and for the many families of
 black domestics. But this was also true for middle-class
 blacks who, like Meridian's mother, made extra money
 by serving at parties, taking in wash, or other tasks; and
 for lower-middle-class and working-class whites, who took
 their clothes to washwomen and often had a "day worker"
 come in once a week to clean their homes.

 Even less well-off white families could afford domestics,
 because black women had little other choice of employ-
 ment. As late as 1945, it required only half as large a family
 income to employ a servant in the South as it did in other
 parts of the country;4 the South was long known as a
 white housewives' utopia.

 For southern women, this "utopia," resting as it did
 on the labor of black women, had other meanings as well.
 Most important, perhaps, was the symbolic one, for the
 "utopia" was rooted in the Old South and in the person
 of the ever-giving, nurturing, and loyal "Mammy." The
 South retained little of the plantation life so romanticized
 in film and novels, but it did retain power over blacks and
 a relatively elite lifestyle, in that it could employ black
 women for low wages. The domestic, then, was often used
 to illustrate how the Old South worked at its best.

 For example, in one of my first interviews, a white
 woman stood angrily by her mantelpiece and began tell-
 ing me how she did not care to do the interview, how no
 one would ever understand past ties between whites and
 blacks. Pointing up to a family portrait, she said:

 See that little girl hanging up there? That was Grand-

 mother. And she had a slave named Annie. Well, Annie
 came with Grandmother and they lived here. Her mother
 had died when she was a little girl and she was an only
 child and she was devoted to Annie.

 And when the war was over, the Civil War, Annie was
 right there in the house with them. And, of course, they
 had everything stripped from them. They didn't have
 anything. They were poor.

 All right, Annie went out and got herself a job and
 brought her pay home to help buy the groceries, to feed
 the children in the family for Grandmother. And Annie
 is buried in our cemetery lot right now. She was part of
 the family. She stayed with the family all the rest of her
 life. And she went out when everything was gone to get
 work, and brought money home to help Grandmother.
 Now that's true! And how do you explain it?

 How does one explain it, except to see these as two
 individual women, black and white, whose legend of
 mutual help persists until today? The problem is, of
 course, to document also the legends told by black
 domestics and the children of black domestics, in order
 to hear more than just one side of each legend.

 Still, I did find Annie's marker in the cemetery. "Annie
 Johnson," it reads simply, "1840-1920." There is no in-
 dication on the gravestone, as there is on others in this
 same cemetery, of her status as mammy, nurse, or com-
 panion. There is no indication that she was, as the legend
 passed down through the white family has it, anything
 other than a part of the family.

 In Katherine Anne Porter's story, "The Old Order,"
 the white child Sophia Jane assigns her beloved servant
 and companion a birthdate and marks it in the family
 Bible:

 ... inserting it just below her own. "Nannie Gay," she
 wrote in stiff careful letters, "(black)," and though there
 was some uproar when this was discovered, the ink was
 long since sunk deeply into the paper, and besides no one
 was really upset enough to have it scratched out. There
 it remained, one of their pleasantest points of reference.5

 I prefer Sophia Jane's demarcation of Nannie, within
 the family, but (black). I prefer it because it more
 accurately reflects how most, if not all, domestics became
 a part of the white family: first, in slavery, "inserted" there
 by whites; and later, "inserted" there by economic con-
 ditions that left them little other choice.

 My interviewee's remembrance, however, is a signifi-
 cant one, and one that I was to hear in various forms in
 other interviews. Her argument, joining white employer
 and black domestic in the care and protection of one
 another, was a favorite example used to illustrate the har-
 monious ways of the Old South, particularly as
 remembered by older white women. Such stories were
 often carried further by white women, and to a lesser
 extent by black women, to illustrate how white employers
 and black domestics shared a common distaste for and
 distrust of men. Such stories discussed husbands who were
 alcoholics or otherwise neglectful of responsibilities. Two
 white women told me that it was only with black domestics
 that they felt free to relate their grievances. Black domestics
 spoke of revelations of infidelity, drug addiction, finan-
 cial losses, and incest. With black women, such "secrets"
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 were "safe"-according to the racial etiquette that ensured
 that what went on in the white home would never be men-

 tioned by a black to another white. But they were also
 "safe" because until recently white women have not
 acknowledged that such problems existed at all levels of
 society. White women seem to have felt that black
 women-who lived in a society said to be violent-would
 understand and comfort. In response, white women felt
 they helped black women in their struggles with abusive
 men. One white woman described a call at night from a
 black domestic leaving her husband: "Mother was more
 than glad to help. She saw this woman as her 'sister' in
 a common struggle that centered around religion, but also
 on attitudes toward men, in general."

 Black women may have felt a similar security in telling
 their marital problems to someone outside their own com-
 munity. Their descriptions of such conversations, however,
 had a less secretive tone. Instead, they spoke humorously
 of men-white and black-as "half-people," "boys,"
 "playing at life." Speaking of her own husband and the
 husband of her employer, one black woman reflected:

 Was he worse than my husband? ... If you put each one
 of 'em in a sack, I think they would fall out together.
 There's a very few good men. It's a very few.

 Black women revealed less in these confidential ex-

 changes because as they correctly saw, shared gender did
 not erase the fact that most white women did not wish

 to change a system in which their own standard of living
 rested upon the cheap labor of all blacks, male and female.
 As one white woman said in describing her life:

 I'll tell you the truth ... my husband died in 1960 and
 I have done just as well having Dorothea come every day
 and Julius come once every two weeks. I have no illusions
 about white men, either, you see. One colored woman
 every day and one colored man working every now and
 then to do the heavy work makes for more than a replace-
 ment for a husband! Of course, I did love him. But he
 was a child. Like the Negroes in a way. I think most
 Southern women will admit that ... if you can get them
 alone. Certainly ones with young children and old ones
 like me. What good are men to us?

 For white women like this one, employing a black
 domestic allowed a lifestyle very different from that of her
 contemporaries in other parts of the country. How did
 such a lifestyle affect the white women to whom I spoke?
 Of the forty-eight white women I interviewed, two of the
 women born before 1940 entered politics and one became
 a doctor; two born after 1940 became lawyers; many were
 active in volunteer work. Upper-middle-class for the most
 part, not one of them expressed an interest in the women's
 movement. Though by no means a random sample of
 southern white women, the women interviewed seemed
 typical in their lack of interest in feminism-educated
 white women of the South are perhaps more conservative
 in their views on feminism because any study of feminism
 would address the full equality of all people, thereby
 challenging attitudes towards race and class as well. And
 on a less philosophical but nevertheless important level,
 in the South educated white women, who in other areas
 of the country first made up the ranks of the National

 Organization for Women and other feminist groups, are
 perhaps less inclined to support change because the
 traditional roles of women, as mothers or other caretakers
 within the family, have been easier, more rewarding
 ones-roles that have not blocked the road outside the

 domestic sphere, that have not been tinged with exhaus-
 tion and underutilization of intellect. The traditional roles

 of many white southern women, more often than not, have
 been made easier at the expense of black women.

 For example, many white women told me how pleasant
 young motherhood had been with the help of black
 women-first a baby nurse who came and stayed for the
 three weeks following the birth of a child, and later other
 black nursemaids. Again and again younger white women,
 mothers today who do not have this help, told me that
 they remembered their mothers' lives as being very dif-
 ferent from their own because of black women:

 The thing I always remember was how close Rachel was
 to my mother. I mean, I think about it today and almost
 yearn for that sort of relationship. I can remember Rachel
 fixing breakfast for Mama and it would just be a poached
 egg and toast and coffee on a tray, but just the way it
 looked, I remember. And I remember how she'd take it
 into Mama's room and sit it on the dressing table.

 Today, I feel so ... tired. I have these two children and
 I'm pregnant and I'd love someone to bring me breakfast.
 And Rachel came everyday-well six days a week and did
 that. I can never remember her going on vacation or
 anything. She'd go with us on vacation ... and she came
 at seven in the morning and left at 6:30 after she'd fed
 us and had us all cleaned up.

 The help of a black domestic also meant the emotional
 support of a woman who was already symbolically cast
 as mother in southern culture. A recurrent sentence in the

 interviews with white women was, "She was closer to me
 than my own mother." This was probably accurate; in
 homes that employed full-time help, black women
 domestics were the more active caregivers. They were the
 ones who were there in day-to-day emergencies. They were
 often the ones who told girl children about menstruation,
 about sex, about relationships with men because they were
 often with these children at crucial times in their lives. One

 black woman told me of a young white woman in labor
 who refused to go into the delivery room without her. It
 was the maid who cut the newborn's umbilical cord. This

 was in the 1950's, long before "significant others" were
 allowed to be present at birthing.

 White women in the South generally view black women
 as stronger, more instinctive mothers than whites.6 They
 entrust their children to black domestics, believing them
 to be more "natural" mothers. Indeed, the most visible
 role of the black domestic within white southern literature

 has been that of a mother surrogate. Even in late twentieth-
 century works, she is most often the mothering character
 and she is often shown in contrast to an ineffectual white

 mother.7
 Black domestics are also seen as emotionally and

 physically stronger than white women, even though in fact
 black women have poorer health and a lower life expec-
 tancy than do white women. Black people, several women
 told me, "age slower than white people." And black
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 women in particular, another white woman told me, "stay
 strong until they die." In describing the care of her dying
 mother by an older black woman, one white woman said:
 "Black women are stronger. They can do this more easily
 than I could ever."

 Such a belief in the strength of the black domestic is
 built upon the mythical quality southern white women
 ascribe to black domestics. To white women employers,
 black domestics seemed to have almost magical qualities.
 They were called healers, therapists, listeners: "They
 sensed things. If you weren't feeling well, they could just
 pick up a rag or something and touch you and it felt
 better."9

 Such idealization, and the fact that the stories told were
 often ones handed down through generations of mothers
 and daughters, suggest that the strength of the black
 domestic had an important function in the minds of
 southern white women. Primarily, of course, it
 "explained" how such a person could labor and continue
 to give under harsh societal and economic conditions.
 White women often clearly saw the injustices under which
 black women lived. But by proclaiming the strength of
 black women, white women could ignore these injustices.
 Specifically, they could ignore their own part in the con-
 tinued exploitation of black women in the workplace. And
 they could also ignore some of their own guilt for not
 speaking out against other forms of exploitation, such as
 the sexual exploitation of black women by white men.

 But the strength ascribed to these black domestics in
 repeated statements by white women seems also to have
 helped the white women in their own struggles. Particu-
 larly, the image of the strong black mother seems to have
 encouraged white girl children. It may be that this image
 provided a much-needed vision of woman's strength in a
 male-dominated society.

 How did black domestics view this role assignment? And
 how, in general, did they view their complex bond with
 white women employers? Black women, too, saw
 themselves as the more "instinctive mothers"-both to

 their own children and to the children of whites. They did
 not wish to be cast as "mammy" and they did not perceive
 their child rearing as romantically as whites did, but they
 saw themselves as warmer and more balanced in their

 approach to children. They felt white women "didn't
 know how to love children; white women didn't stay
 around to know how." And they saw their care of white
 children as a "decent" or "Christian" response. White
 women, they felt, did not have the same standards as
 they-of decency or Christianity: "She couldn't have
 raised that child. She was too busy with looking out for
 herself," said one. At the same time, black domestics who
 did not wish to work with children resented being always
 cast as experts: "They all think we blacks just love
 children." Black domestics were also very clear that their
 care for white children was not the same as their care for

 their own children. "I loved them," said one black
 domestic, "like you'd love anyone you knew as a baby--
 but I wouldn't go help her now, say, like I'd go to my
 own daughter."

 The black domestics I spoke with worked because they
 had to, because they had children to support alone, or
 because their husbands' earnings could not support the

 family. In every interview with black women, there were
 poignant stories of returning to work shortly after
 childbirth; of leaving their own children with relatives,
 neighbors, older children; of seeking jobs near home. As
 symbolic and surrogate mothers to whites, many of them
 felt intensely the irony and sadness of their lives-that to
 support their own children, they had to mother other
 women's children. They also felt intensely the luxury white
 women had (and often refused) of being able to choose
 to care for their own children: "You'd be there just tak-
 ing good care of their children and yours were probably
 just somewhere running wild." One woman described the
 drowning of her own son while she was at work, minding
 white children.

 And yet, black women also expressed a very strong pride
 that they did provide for their families. Many of the older
 black women interviewed had migrated from rural areas
 to southern cities between 1900 and 1950. To agricultural
 workers in a section of the country that was no longer
 economically profitable, domestic work in the cities did
 offer a better standard of living. Today, it is hard to imag-
 ine, as one black woman told me, how she worked in the
 city for $10 a week in 1941 and felt this to be a fortune
 compared to the $3 a week she could make as a domestic
 in the country. She left her three-year-old daughter with
 her family (who were sharecroppers paid not in cash, but
 from the commissary's stock of food) in order to have
 actual cash, "to buy a little bit of canned meat, rice, and
 material. All these meant a lot."

 Another rural-born black woman told of an aunt who

 worked for a wealthy urban family and who, before her
 death, found jobs with various branches of the white
 family for six nieces. The aunt's goal was to bring her
 family out of the poverty of the country. It appears from
 a reading of scholarly works on domestic workers, and
 on the history of black women's work, that black women,
 more than any other ethnic group except the Irish,
 migrated alone-without men-to better their lives.8 In
 the network of aunts, nieces, cousins, mothers, daughters,
 and finally whole families lay much of the real strength
 black domestics did have.

 From such networks, black women learned to look upon
 both their jobs and themselves with a great deal of humor
 and dignity. With laughter, they often spoke of the unifor-
 mity with which whites of all social classes seemed to need
 blacks "to take care of them." They saw clearly their role
 as signifiers of status within the white community. As one
 black woman told me, "See, these white people, soon as
 they got able, they used to get a colored person to wash
 for them." That is how, she explained, she came to be
 employed at ten years old in 1904, baby-sitting and
 washing for a woman who worked in a cotton mill.

 Another black woman, born in 1938, told me of her
 experience with poor whites in this way:

 Now I did get a job sort of as a maid for a poor family
 once. I mean they were so poor till their house was just
 so dirty. And they had rabbits in the back yard. And the
 girls used to roll their hair with paper from the
 bread .... And (the mother) had tons of kids. You know,
 she worked in a dime store downtown herself! And I think

 her older daughters were working in the theater. They had
 the kinds of jobs we couldn't get . . . And it was a
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 struggle for them to pay me that little $20 a week. ... And
 their house was a lot worse than ours. . . . They were poor
 but they thought they could afford a maid!

 This black woman, like many others, maintained her
 identity outside her work-within her home and her
 church. As another black woman told me, "My aunt said,
 'Never marry yourself to a job, because heh, domestic
 work, you can find anytime.' " Another recalled, as her
 reason for "not loving those white folks like they say they
 love you," a story her mother had told her:

 iAMA

 ............ w WO - 5

 .........

 NM
 .. .. . .

 ?No

 Private collection

 I always had a feeling that people, they like you as long
 as you're able to do their work. My mother told me that.
 I told you she worked for a very rich family. And she was
 up in their house one day helping out with the old grand-
 mother. And this old black man who had worked for them

 since he was a boy, he passed up there in the house with
 them. So my mother said, "Oh, I know they're gonna miss
 him."

 And the old lady said, laughing, "I don't know,
 Margaret, you can always get another darky, just as good
 or better."

 In order to preserve this valued independence, three
 black domestics explained, they avoided borrowing from
 whites, even if this meant going without much-needed
 money. This refusal was considered by older black
 domestics to be an almost revolutionary concept, for not
 to borrow from whites "meant you might just be hurting
 your family for your principles." Although work in cities
 did mean being paid in cash, black domestics, like their
 rural counterparts, were still linked to white families in
 ways that were but one step from the plantation system.
 Wages were pitifully low and not governed by federal
 minimum wage laws until the 1970's. Instead, black
 women's subsistence-level wages were supplemented by
 cast-off clothing, furniture, food, and loans. Older black
 women accepted such "gifts" because they had no other
 choice:

 Of course, at first, I didn't get enough money. . . . At
 that particular time, it was a certain salary they paid you
 and that's what they paid unless they gave you extra for
 being nice.

 I got a lot of extra. For doing and being nice and kind

 to those kids. And they always treated all my kids just like
 they treated me. Like Old Miz Nevitte, when the kids
 graduated or something, she'd give me a check.

 From 1900 to the present, however, black women have
 increasingly felt an uneasiness about such "gifts." "I told
 them I didn't tote,"9 said one, discussing the "old days"
 after slavery, when whites did not pay except by giving
 food in "the service pan." Black women correctly
 associated these gifts with a system designed to keep them
 in the service of whites, without the monetary means to
 achieve a higher standard of living. A domestic who
 worked in the 1950's described the effect of such offers:

 "Want some watermelon?" she'd say. "Take your
 mother a slice of watermelon."

 That made me detest domestic work. And the more I
 would work for people and see the books they had, the
 furnishings, everything in their houses, all nice, I just
 couldn't understand why we couldn't have this. Why we
 couldn't get paid more, instead of just being offered a slice
 of watermelon or whatever?

 If they worked for a wealthy enough family, like the
 aunt who brought her nieces to the city, domestics did
 often make a slightly better wage, and they tended to
 remain with the same employer for longer periods of
 time.1? They also seemed more inclined to use loans from
 whites to buy land, homes, automobiles, and educations
 for their children. Five black women spoke of such loans.
 They often spoke quite gratefully of these whites, telling
 me stories of gifts of "good things, not just what they
 didn't want"; they spoke of gifts that could actually be
 categorized as gifts between equals, not just the cast-offs
 offered almost as an apology for low wages.

 And yet, even these domestics were painfully aware that
 their bond with whites rested upon the paternalistic system
 that served to keep blacks subordinate. The following story
 pinpoints their knowledge of their unfair position. It is
 from an interview with a black woman born in 1930, who
 at the time she describes was working for a white family
 for $20 a week. Her father became ill, and the hospital
 in the town refused to operate on him without being paid
 first.

 I called Miz Jones ... told her I couldn't come to work
 'cause my Daddy was very sick and I had to try and see
 if I could help my mother to get some money.

 She said, "How much money?"
 I said, "A hundred and forty dollars is what Mama

 needs before the doctors would touch him."
 Now, you understand I'm only making $20 a week so

 by the time I'd get a hundred and forty dollars is a long
 time. But at any rate, she said, "I'll talk to my husband,
 Mr. Jones."

 So she told him, "Leila's father is sick and has to have
 an operation and they won't touch him unless somebody
 else says the money will be paid."

 See, she knew the system.
 So, Mr. Jones called the hospital and told them to

 operate on the man and start right away and don't make
 no more much ado about it.

 I never will forget that. ...
 I was so thankful. But I still knew it wasn't right. The

 whole system was wrong. Because, of course, Mr. Jones
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 never did have to pay a cent. The fact was that the doc-
 tors wouldn't touch my Daddy until somebody white said
 they'd pay the money.

 Black women like this one saw clearly the unfair
 discrepancies between their own lives and those of the
 white families for whom they labored. The same white
 women who idealized domestics were often seen by those
 domestics as frivolous, dependent, and silly. Idleness en-
 couraged craziness in white women, one black woman told
 me, explaining alcoholism and depression in her employer.
 Although the money they earned was very little, black
 women did recognize that having money of their own gave
 them an independence white women lacked. Two black
 women told me humorous stories of white women who
 had "allowances" from their husbands. Another described

 the emptiness in the life of her employer, who "shopped
 for a living."

 Black women, also, in most cases, knew that the white
 women for whom they labored saw them as independent,
 strong people, worthy of admiration and emulation. Their
 awareness that they were seen as healers, as professional
 caretakers, did in many cases enable them to feel a sense
 of reciprocity and tenderness towards white women
 employers. One black woman described the death of a
 white child and her constant support of the white mother
 during the following months. Between these two women,
 as between other black and white women who shared im-

 portant points in each other's lives, a true bond of affec-
 tion did develop and endure.

 But such bonds failed not only to rectify social and
 economic injustices, but even to end the persistent silence
 between white and black women about these injustices.
 The same white employers who saw black women as strong
 and persevering, who wondered "how they did it," did
 not even, for example, talk to black domestics about
 societal troubles.

 In recitals of everyday meetings between black domestics
 and white employers there are many small examples of
 how this silence prevented change. For example, a white
 woman who had expressed affection towards her black
 domestic also explained that, when the domestic's husband
 was among the first to be laid off a job, the employer was
 afraid to mention race as a factor in his dismissal. She

 also told me how she paid the woman during pregnancy
 leave but made her promise not to speak of this to anyone
 in the white family-and particularly not to other
 domestics," lest they also ask for paid pregnancy leave.
 She did not want her friends to know. Surely, an open
 stand on the part of this white woman could have ended
 the silence, at least in her immediate environment. This
 could have been a beginning, even if a small one.

 Instead, southern white women like this one were early
 taught that it was "impolite" to discuss race and they seem
 to have fallen back on this as a standard response in their
 confusion and guilt over social injustices. I was told over
 and over that race was not mentioned between black

 domestics and white employers because "you didn't want
 to hurt their feelings." Recalling how her young daughter
 had asked, in the presence of a domestic, why Willie Bell
 could not sit in the little booths at the drugstore, a white
 woman said, "I just froze. We didn't think it right to bring

 up unpleasant things. We thought it would hurt their feel-
 ings." When I asked if this black domestic's feelings were
 not hurt by the daily reminders of segregation, she replied,
 "I suppose now that they were. But then we didn't think
 of it. We thought it was a rule."

 Another white woman described the silence this way:

 Once when Beatrice went home sick, Mother went over
 to her room to clean it up. There was like a writing paper
 box and on the top, as you opened the lid, there was a
 picture of Mother's best friend. It was probably something
 that Mother had thrown away ... and underneath that
 were all these things that Beatrice had cut out of the
 newspaper about racial matters. We never knew why that
 was or why. But I know that she really loved Mother. And
 I know Mother really loved her.

 This white interviewee was typical of others in that she
 brought up the silence and the affection in close proximity.
 Thus, although the code of silence governed all
 southerners, white women's choice of words-words such
 as feelings, politeness, love-suggests that they formed
 their own peculiarly female justifications for the written
 and unwritten laws of segregation. And although their par-
 ticular justification took into account their connections to
 black women, the end result of their silence was that they,
 too, participated in the entire system designed to keep
 blacks at a subsistence level.

 ....... ..

 . . .....

 ~~. ..... . .

 Private collection

 The silence of white women was reinforced by the silence
 of black women. As has been noted by many black writers,
 silence as a form of mask-wearing was central to the sur-
 vival of black people both in slavery and later. Most of
 the black domestics interviewed mentioned that any discus-
 sion of race with white women might get them labeled
 "uppity" and could mean a loss of vital income. Not only
 were their wages crucial to their families' survival, but these
 black domestics seemed also to be go-betweens in finding
 legal, medical, and other forms of help for neighbors and
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 friends, as well as their own families. Charles S. Johnson,
 a black sociologist who studied the rural South during the
 first half of the twentieth century, found that "for those
 [blacks] still living in the country there is, it would appear,
 one unfailing rule of life. If they would get along with least
 difficulty, they should get for themselves a protecting white
 family."12 Perhaps because many of the older black
 women interviewees had migrated from the country to the
 cities, I found this means of coping still prevalent.
 To prepare black children for adulthood in a white-

 dominated world, black children, then, like white children,
 were early instructed in the code of silence. Robert Coles,
 studying black southern children in the 1960's and 1970's,
 found that black parents thought it necessary that children
 "grow up scared of whites."''13 As one black woman told
 me-"You just flat didn't mention anything. You acted-
 even in the 1960's-like you was pleased [with] every thing.
 Pleased." Said another, "When the Roosevelts were
 speaking for black people you just went along like you'd
 never even heard of them."

 Such reticence has left a legacy of silence between white
 and black southern women that is only now fading. Like
 Meridian, the women we interviewed seem to be still guess-
 ing about one another, still extrapolating from the earlier,
 segregated versions of black or white women they have
 known or known of. Said one younger white woman,
 "Sure, I know black women at work to say hello to, to
 talk with about the weather. But, as far as really knowing
 them, knowing their home life or even their thoughts, there
 is a certain restraint, a wall between us. I'm afraid of say-
 ing the wrong thing." And said a black woman, "Every
 white woman reminds me a little bit, underneath-even
 those I know at work, know well-of the woman my
 mother worked for. I don't get too close to them. I'm
 careful what I say." Said another black woman, "They
 don't put out that back door now,14 they'll even call you
 'Mrs.' if you tell them, but underneath, you scratch them
 and it's still, you're black and they're white and you got
 to work up courage to speak up."

 The need to end such a legacy of silence is great. As
 black and white southern women begin to meet one
 another on more common grounds, we must look honestly
 at the ways in which our mothers and grandmothers have
 been known to one another. Particularly, we can then
 begin to look at the vocabulary we have used, as women,
 to explain, and even to justify our complicity in the
 hierarchy of laws and customs that exploit women. In so
 doing, we can begin to sort out the ways that class, race,
 and gender have figured in the history of southern women.

 And in so doing, we can begin to work for change in
 areas, such as domestic work, that have been hidden from
 the public eye. Black domestic workers are, after all, still
 the lowest paid of all workers. Despite various legislative
 measures enacted in the 1970's, some do not receive
 minimum wage. Many will not receive Social Security
 benefits because they cannot afford now to have money
 withheld from their paychecks. Almost never do they have
 any insurance paid by their employers. Their working con-
 ditions are determined, still, by a complicated entangle-
 ment of race relations and economics. An end to the legacy
 of silence could signal the beginning of measures to correct

 such conditions.

 It is important, therefore, that we do not lose sight of
 either the present conditions or the past history of domestic
 workers.15 And if we can begin to urge that domestic
 workers be justly compensated for their work-work that
 is, more than any other, what has been labeled "women's
 work"--will we not, then, also begin to fight for a more
 just compensation of all work?

 NOTES

 1. Alice Walker, Meridian (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,
 1976), pp. 103-05.

 2. Because the numbers of white household workers and nonwhite

 employers of household workers were statistically low in this area of the
 South, I chose to interview only black domestics who labored primarily
 for whites, white employers of black domestics, and the children of these
 two groups.

 3. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Decennial Census for the years 1950
 and 1960 for cities in Alabama. See also the census for Louisiana,
 Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.

 4. C. Arnold Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman, "The Vanishing Ser-
 vant and the Contemporary Status of the American South," American
 Journal of Sociology, 54 (November 1953), 215-30, especially p. 223.

 5. Katherine Anne Porter, "The Old Order," in The Leaning Tower
 and Other Stories (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1934),
 pp. 37-38.

 6. The idea of the black woman as the strong, instinctive mother to
 the white family for whom she worked is discussed by Lillian Smith, The

 Killers of the Dream (New York: Norton, 1961); by Catherine Juanita
 Starke, Black Portraiture in American Fiction: Stock Characters, Arche-
 types and Individuals (New York: Bantam Books, 1971), pp. 125-35; and
 by Richard King, A Southern Renaissance: The Cultural A wakening of
 the American South, 1930-1955 (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1980),
 pp. 172-93. Although King and Smith both discuss the view of black
 woman as seductress, I found no evidence that white women viewed black
 women in this way. White interviewees, instead, seemed to sometimes
 categorize black women "as having different morals" and in this way,
 they seemed to rationalize the rape of black women by white men. In
 interviewing over 100 black and white women, I did not find any instance
 where black women were described as being sexually more ardent. Rather,
 white women-if they spoke at all of the sexuality of black women-
 saw these black women as "more accepting of their bodies," "looser,
 but not in a bad way," "just different." The view of black woman as
 seductress seems to be a stereotype used primarily by southern men to
 excuse rape: a stereotype popularized by women only in romantic novels.

 7. In the nineteenth century, the black domestic was represented by
 such characters as Nanny in The Recollections of a Southern Matron
 (1836) by Caroline Howard Gilman, Mammy in Uncle Tom's Cabin (1851)
 by Harriet Beecher Stowe, Aunt Phillis in Aunt Phillis' Cabin (1852) by
 Mary H. Eastman, Mammy in Diddie, Dumps, and Tot (1883) by Louise
 Clarke Pyrennelle, Mom Bi in "Mom Bi: Her Friends and Her Enemies"
 (1884) by Joel Chandler Harris, and Mammy Krenda in Red Rock (1898)
 by Thomas Nelson Page. All these works show the black domestic as
 a devoted mother surrogate to white children.

 Twentieth-century works such as Julia Peterkin's Green Thursday
 (1924), William Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury (1929), Margaret
 Mitchell's Gone with the Wind (1936), Lillian Smith's Strange Fruit (1944),
 Ann Petry's The Street (1946), Carson McCullers' The Member of the
 Wedding (1958), Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird (1960), Shirley Ann
 Grau's The Keepers of the House (1964), Lisa Alther's Original Sins
 (1981), Toni Morrison's Tar Baby (1981), and Roy Hoffman's Almost
 Family (1982)-to name a few-continue in the tradition of idealizing
 black domestics, presenting household workers who mother white families.

 8. This is suggested in David Katzman's Seven Days a Week: Women
 and Domestic Service in Industrializing America (New York: Oxford Univ.
 Press, 1978), which looks at the period 1870 to 1920, and Daniel
 Sutherland's Americans and their Servants: Domestic Service in the United
 States from 1800 to 1920 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press,
 1981). Elizabeth Pleck's "The Two-Parent Household: Black Family
 Structure in Late Nineteenth-Century Boston," in The American Family
 in Social-Historical Perspective, ed. Michael Gordon (New York: St.
 Martin's Press, 1973), pp. 152-77, also touches upon the migration of
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 single black women. Further study of census and other records is needed
 to fully assess how often black women migrated alone, with the intent
 of living with an aunt or older sister once they arrived.
 9. "Toting" was the practice of accepting food from the employer's

 kitchen as a "supplement" to paid wages, or less frequently in place of
 paid wages. "Toting" was also referred to as "taking home the service
 pan." To tote means to add up to-in this case to add up to the total
 payment earned for work.
 10. Twelve of the fifty-two black women interviewed had worked for

 the same family for twenty years or more. Four of the younger black
 women interviewed had mothers who had worked for the same family
 for long periods of time. These women, of course, are not a sample
 representative of all domestic workers. Further studies are needed to deter-
 mine the average length of employment with one family.
 11. "Waiting on" was the term used to describe pregnancy leave. The

 employer chose whether to leave the position available for the worker,
 that is, to "wait" on her. This leave seems generally to have been, and
 to be still, unpaid. Black women often recalled sending someone else-a
 sister, a daughter, or other relative-in their place to work "to keep the
 job going" for two or three months.
 12. As quoted by Eugene Genovese in Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World
 The Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon Books, 1974), p. 118.
 13. Robert Coles, Children of Crisis: A study of Courage and Fear

 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1964), p. 66.
 14. To "put out that back door" means to open the back door of a

 car, showing the person about to enter that he or shd must ride in the
 back seat, must not be seated in the front seat by the (white) driver.
 15. Recent sociological studies include Robert Hamburger's A Stranger

 in the House (New York: Macmillan, 1978), a book of oral histories of
 northern domestic workers; a chapter in Bettina Aptheker's book,
 Woman's Legacy: Essays on Race, Sex, Class in American History
 (Amherst: Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 1982), a study of domestic work
 within a Marxist framework; Elizabeth Clark-Lewis' "This Work Had
 A' End: The Transition From Live-in to Day Work," (Southern Women:
 The Intersection of Race, Class and Gender, Working Paper 2; Mem-
 phis: Center for Research on Women, Memphis State University, 1985),
 a comparison of live-in versus live-out work among domestic workers
 in the Washington, D.C. area from 1900 to 1920; Judith Rollins' book
 Between Women: Domestics and Their Employers (Philadelphia: Tem-
 ple Univ. Press, 1985), a study of the relationship of domestic workers
 to their employers in the Boston area in the 1980's; Linda Martin and
 Kerry Segrave's The Servant Problem: Domestic Workers in North
 America (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 1985), a look at the status of
 domestic workers from 1940 to the present; and scattered publications
 of the Department of Labor and the National Committee on Household
 Employment. Historical studies include Katzman's Seven Days a Week
 and Sutherland's Americans and Their Servants. Literary criticism in-
 cludes only one book-length work, Trudier Harris' From Mammies to
 Militants: Domestics in Black American Literature (Philadelphia: Temple
 Univ. Press, 1982).
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